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Quantum nondemolition measurements on an harmonic-oscillator detector are discussed

for two detector-meter coupling schemes: parametric amplification and parametric frequen-

cy conversion. A time-dependent solution for the density operator of the coupled detector-
meter system, including damping, is obtained. A sequence of measurements via meter state
reduction is analyzed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current experimental efforts to detect gravi-
tational radiation have led to a new consideration of
how quantum fluctuations in the detection and as-
sociated amplification process limit the accuracy
with which a classical force may be monitored.
This is due to the fact that the displacements pro-
duced by gravitational radiation reaching terrestrial
detectors are so small as to displace a harmonic os-
cillator by less than the quantum-mechanical uncer-
tainties in the ground state of the oscillator. The
detector must, then, be treated quantum mechani-

cally. Since quantum fluctuations are intrinsic to
any detection apparatus it is obviously important to
consider ways to circumvent the limits such fluc-
tuations place on the accuracy with which a weak
classical force may be monitored. This problem
was first recognized by Braginsky and Vorontsov, '

and several people have suggested schemes to over-

come it. These measurement schemes have been

given the general title of quantum nondemoliton

(QND) measurements.
In the detection of gravitational radiation, one is

faced with the problem of making a sequence of
measurements on a single quantum system, the
detector (e.g., a bar-type harmonic oscillator), the
results of which must be completely predictable in
the absence of the gravitational wave. For most
dynamic variables this is not possible since intrinsic
quantum-mechanical uncertainties in the results of
a measurement lead to fluctuations in the results of
successive measurements. However, there do exist
variables, the so called QND variables for which
such a predictable sequence of measurements is pos-
sible, providing the first measurement is sufficiently
precise. The QND measurement scheme thus seeks
to find appropriate QND variables and devise ways
of coupling them to an amplifier-readout stage so

that they may be measured. In the usual analysis of
such a QND measurement we treat the first stage of
the readout system as another quantum system cou-

pled to the detector. This second stage is referred to
as the meter.

In this paper we consider both the detector and

meter to be harmonic oscillators and consider two
models of detector-meter coupling, which may be
achieved, for example, in the coupling of two elec-

tromagnetic field modes via a nonlinear crystal.
The first, a parametric amplifier coupling, ' was

suggested by Hillery and Scully. The second model

considers a parametric frequency conversion cou-

pling. '
In the first part of this paper we consider the two

models from a completely deterministic point of
view. The Heisenberg equations of motion are
solved and the QND observables are identified. It
is shown that the parametric amplifier interaction is

not back-action evading, however, the frequency
converter interaction is back-action evading in a
more general sense.

The failure of the parametric amplifier as a
back-action evading interaction illustrates how

quantum noise, even in the absence of damping, can
limit the predictability of a QND measurement.

The accuracy of a QND measurement is further
degraded when damping via spontaneous emission
is taken into account. We model damping of the
two oscillator modes by coupling the modes to a
heat bath. Since we are only interested in the ef-

fects of quantum noise we consider the heat bath to
be at absolute zero.

The free evolution of the system with damping, is
then treated using a master equation and associated
Fokker-Planck equation. The generalized P distri-
bution of Drummond and Gardiner' " is used to
describe the nonclassical states which arise in this
problem.
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We then proceed to the second part of a QND
measurement —readout of the meter variable and

associated state reduction. This allows an analysis

of a sequence of measurements, and shows that

despite the failure of back-action evasion for the

parametric amplifier a QND measurement is still

possible for sufficiently large coupling strength.

II. QUANTUM NONDEMOLITION
MEASUREMENTS

where j'is an arbitrary function of A(t0), t, and the
initial time t0. In the interaction picture, Eq. (2.1)

implies

[A'(r'), A'(r)] =0 . (2.2)

Equation (2.2) means that if the system begins in an

eigenstate of ~ it remains in this eigenstate for all

times. Observables which are conserved in the ab-

sence of interactions with the external world clearly
satisfy Eq. (2.2).

We can also define a generalized QND variable as
follows:

A(r)= j(A(r0), B;,r, r0), (2.3)

where the Hermitian operators 8; commute with

one another and with A(to). If a system begins in

an eigenstate of a generalized QND observable it
remains in this eigenstate, only if the initial state
was also an eigenstate of the 8 s.

Equation (2.2) allows us to find the detector
QND variables. However, we need to know wheth-

er the coupling to the meter places any additional
constramts on A(t) in order that it remain a QND
variable. It is interesting that the meter need intro-
duce no further fluctuations into the QND variable
we are trying to measure, if the following criteria
holds. The evolution of a QND observable A(t) is
completely unaffected by the interaction with the

The theory of QND measurements has been

described in detail by Caves et a/. Here we shall

just summarize some of the results necessary for an

understanding of the following analysis.
Consider an observable a, with the corresponding

Hermitian Schrodinger picture operator being A(t)
(where there may be an explicit time dependence).
If in any sequence of measurements of u, the results

of each measurement can be predicted precisely
from the results of a proceeding measurement, then

u is a QND observable. This requires that'

(2.1)

measuring apparatus provided that A(t) is the only

observable of the detector that appears in the
detector-meter interaction Hamiltonian. If this
condition holds we say that we have evaded the
back-action of the meter.

Back-action evasion means that if the detector is

placed in a near eigenstate of the QND observable it

remains in a near eigenstate under free evolution of
the coupling detector-meter system. It should be

noted that even though a QND observable main-

tains its QND property [Eq. (2.2)] in the presence of
the interaction Hamiltonian, the measurement

scheme will not be back-action evading unless the

criteria, specified above, holds.

III. MODELS FOR DETECTOR-METER
COUPLING

%e take a model for the detector-meter system
~here the detector and meter are taken to be har-

monic oscillators. The Hamiltonian for this model

may be written as

H = Ace, a a+ficobb b+HI+aI, +a I,
+bI b+b I I, , (3.1)

where a refers to the detector mode and b refers to
the meter mode. I, and I t, are heat bath operators
for the detector and meter modes, respectively. ~,
and ub are the oscillator frequencies of the two
modes. %e assume that the heat baths are at abso-
lute zero.

The interaction Hamiltonian HI takes the follow-

ing forms for the two models we are considering.
1. Parametric amplifier

Hr' ' =AcIa b exp[—i(co, +co~—)t] +c cI . .

(3.2)

2. Parametric frequency converter

HI' ' fee[a bexp[ ——t (a), —r—os)r]+c.c. ] .

(3.3)

These interaction Hamiltonians may be achieved,
for example, in the coupling of two electromagnetic
field modes in a nonlinear crystal. The interaction
represented in Eq. (3.2) was first suggested as a
QND scheme by Hillery and Scully.

Before proceeding, we first define some impor-

tant oscillator observables. In the Schrodinger pic-
ture we define the Hermitian operators, X;(t) and

F;(t) (i =1,2) by the following expressions:
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Y1(t)= Y](0)coshat
' 1/2

QPg

+ X2(0)sinh~t,
COb

Y2(t) = Y2(0)cosh&t
' 1/2

COg

+ X1(0)sinh]ct .
6)I

(3~ 10c)

' 1/2

2&g
(3.6) It is now clear that X&(t) is a QND variable of

this system, i.e.,

[X,(t),X,(t')]=O.
' 1/2

I'q(t) = —. (b e ' be —' ), (3.7)
b

[Xi,Xp] =i%leo, .

X1(t)=
1/2

Y",(0)
Y2(t)cotha. t-

sinhxt, ,

From Eqs. (3.10a) and (3.10c) we have

(3.11)

dX2(t}

dt

' 1/2

Y1(t),

' 1/2

X2(t),

(3.9b)

A,

Thus, X~+2 and I'i, I'2 are operators corresponding
to the real and imaginary components of the detec-
tor (meter) mode complex amplitude. Let us first
consider the parametric amplifier interaction, HI".

%e may write the interaction Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture as

(1)Ht ———tr+co, cob (Xi I'( —X2 1'2 ),
which is explicitly time independent.

The Heisenberg equations of motion in the in-

teraction picture are
' 1/2

dX1 (t)
=K Y2(t), (3.9a)

Gt Q)g

~i(t) =(Xi(t)) —(Xi(t)) (3.12)

This determines the possible spread of measured re-
sults of X1(t) on an ensemble of identically prepared
systems. Using Eq. (3.10a), we find

~1(t)= ~1(0)cosh at

Using this equation, we can infer values for X1(t)
by making measurements of Y2(t). A scheme for
the measurement of such quadrature phase ampli-
tudes based on homodyne detection has been pro-
posed by Yuen and Shapiro. '

As was stated earlier, this interaction model is
not back-action evading. Clearly, the interaction
Hamiltonian does not satisfy the fundamental
back-action evading criteria. However, it is more
instructive to demonstrate the failure of back-action
evasion more directly.

%e first define the variance in X1(t) as follows:

d Y2(t)

dt

' 1/2

X1(t) .

X1(t) = X1(0)cosh~t
1/2

Q)g
+ Y2(0)sin&et,

X2(t)= X2(0)cosh&et

These equations have the following solutions:

(3.10a)

Nb+ AY2(0)sinh vt .
Q)z

(3.13)

%e then see that even if A Y&{0)is zero, ~1{t)will

grow with time, unless ~1(0)=0, i.e., the detector
is initially in an X1(0) eigenstate. If the detector
was initially in a near eigenstate of X1(0) it will not
remain so.

%e now consider the situation for the parametric
frequency converter. The Hamiltonian in the in-

teraction picture may be written as

1/2
Ctiny+
Qlg

Y, (0)sinh t, (3.10b)
=trance, cob(X, I', +X~ I'2) .

The equations of motion are

(3.14)
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dX1 (t)

dt

' 1/2
COb

Y2(t), (3.15a)

1/2
dX2{t) ab

Y1(t),
dt

(3.15b)

d I') (t)

dt

' 1/2

=K X2(t),
Q)b

(3.15c)

X&(t)=Xi(0)cosset+

1/2
COb

Y2(0)sinKt,

(3.16a)

d Y2(t)
X,(t) .

dt Q)b

The solutions are

that is, if the detector is placed in a near eigenstate
of X1(t) it will remain in a near eigenstate of X1(t}
and at certain times it will be exactly in an eigen-

state of X1(t). This is all that is required for a
predictable sequence of measurements. As will be
shown in Sec. V, a measurement of Y2(0} places the
detector in a very near eigenstate of X1(0). Since
the free evolution does not take it out of this eigen-

state, subsequent measurements of Y2(t) at a later
time t, only serve to put the detector more closely in

an eigenstate of X1(t). Thus, a sequence of mea-

surements will always yield the same result for
X1(t).

We conclude that the QND observable is not
shielded from the back action of the meter in the
case of the parametric amplifier coupling, however,

in the case of the parametric frequency converter

coupling it is effectively shielded.

X2(t) =X2(0}cosKt—

' 1/2
Q)b

Y1(0)sinKt,
IV. INCLUSION OF DAMPING

Y1{t)= Y1(0)cosKt+

. 1/2
CO~

X2(0)sinKt,
COb

(3.16c)
1/2

Q)g
Y2(t) = Y2(0)cosKt— X, (0)s1n« .

Q)b

X,(t)=
1/2

COb Y,(0)—Y2(t)cotKt +
sinKt

(3.16d)

Once again we identify X, (t) as the QND observ-
able for the detector. From Eq. (3.16a) and (3.16d)
we find

%e have just shown how the fundamental

dynamics of a system can prevent us from making a
predictable sequence of measurements of a QND
observable. %'e now wish to consider how damping
due to the coupling of the system to external reser-

voirs effects the predictability of a sequence of mea-

surements. %e shall assume that thermal fluctua-
tions may be eliminated and hence consider only

spontaneous emission into a zero-temperature heat

bath.
Through the use of standard techniques' the fol-

lowing master equation may be derived from the
full Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.1) (in the interaction pic-
ture):

~p
Bt ih

'
2

[H&,p]+ (2apa aap pa a )— —

which allows values for X1(t) to be inferred from
measurements of Y2(t).

It would appear at first inspection that this in-

teraction is also not back-action evading. It does
not satify the fundamental criterion, that the QND
observable be the only detector observable in the in-

teraction Harniltonian. However, this time the situ-
ation is not so bad. From Eq. (3.16a) we have

~2(t) ~2(0) 2 t + Q Y2(0) ' 2

Q)~

If ~Y2(0)=0 then ~1{t}&~,(0) for all time,

(2I pbt btbp pb b )
2

where p is the density operator for the coupled sys-

tem and where y1 and y2 are the damping constants
for the detector and meter, respectively.

It should be noted however that in deriving Eq.
(4.1) we have assumed that each system is damped
independently regardless of the strength of the cou-

pling between the two modes. It has been shown by
'Walls' that this is only true if K is not too large.
Since a large x. is desirable for fast QND measure-

ments (as shown in Sec. V), further investigation of
this point is warranted.

Using the complex I' representation of Drum-
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P = Jc da i dP i da zdPiP( z, t)

lai a2&&Pi, Pi l

(pi»2 lai a2&

where z =(ai,Pi, a2, P2) and we have the follow-

ing correspondences:

a~],

(4.2)

a p, ,

b~2,
b+

There are actually four independent contour in-

tegrals (i =1,4) involved in Eq. (4.2) in the complex
space of each variable. We are free to choose these
contours to obtain a normalizable P function, pro-
viding partial integration is defined. Substitution of
Eq. (4.2) into (4.1) yields the following Fokker-
Planck equation for the complex P representation:

BP
(z, t) =(V,A z+ —,V, DV, )P(z, t), (4.3)

where

a a a a

aa, '
ap,

' aa, '
ap,

and, for the two models, we obtain the following.

Parametric amplifier:

y&/2 0 0 —iK

0 y] /2 iK 0

0 —iK y2/2 0

iK 0 0 y /2

(4.4)

0 0 1K 0
Q 0 0 —iK

iK 0 0 0
0 —1K 0 0

(4.5)

mond and Gardiner' "we expand p in terms of
coherent states,

Parametric frequency converter:

yi/2 0 iK

0 y~/2 0

IK 0 y2/2 0

0 —iK 0 y2/2

0

D =0.

(4.6)

(4.7)

The general solution to Eq. (4.3) is

P(z, t)=exp[ ——,(z —(z)) o '(z)(z —(z))],

a multivariate Gaussian, where ( z ) is

(4.8)

(z(t)) =[(a(t)),(a (t)), (b(t)), (b (t))]

~', (0)= ', ~,'"= ', (4.10)
2cog 2' g

hF', (0)= e ', &&2(0)=
2cob 2cob

r] and r2 are referred to as squeeze parameters.
With these initial conditions we now discuss the
particular form Eq. (4.8) takes for the two interac-
tion models.

Parametric amplifier interaction For the int. erac-
tion model represented by Eq. (3.2) (parametric am-

plifier coupling) we find

(4.9)
and 0( z) is the covariance matrix.

The initial states of the detector and meter are
taken to be general squeezed states, '

detector
l vi, ri ),

meter
l
v2, ri) .

These states are such that

(a(0)) =vi, (b(0)) =vz,

1 4iK . ht
2 (q 2e ~&/4+p 2e~~/ )v + sjnh1 g 4 2

(z(t)) =
—,(q e ' +p e '

)v~ — sinh v2

4iK . ht
2
—(p e ' +q e ' )v + sinh v2 g 4 1

exp[ ()'i +Y2)t/4], (4.11)

1—(pe ' +qe '
)v2 — sin v&

4iK . bt
2 4
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i) =[(y2-yi)'+ I«']'/2,
' 1/2

1/2

1—32 Vl

The full expression for the covariance matrix is soInewhat involved and is given in the Appendix. From the

covariance matrix we obtain

~t(t) = 1+[(e —1)a +(e —l)P ]exp[ —(yl +yq)t/2]+ ———+—2 ~ 2~& 2 2~2 2 16m x 2y z

26k~ +2 p2 pq q2

I+[(."-I)~'+(e '- llP']exp[-(y|+y2)t»]+, —,——+ —,
@ H' q

, (4.13)

8~2

erat/4

~
—ht/4

Q = +
Q2 p2 q2

%'e can again see the failure of back-action evasion

for this system. The presence of quantum fluctua-

tions in 1'2(0) feed back into the QND variable

X](f) and 1ncI'case 1ts variance, cvcn 1f spontaneous

damping is entirely negligible.
%C now assume the systeIn starts in a simultane-

ous eigenstate of X1(0) and F2(0) (r ] ~~,
p'2 ~—(x) ). Then,

X [1—exp[ —(yl+y2+~)t/2]],

2«X2-t'1 )
3'= [1—exp[ —(yi+ y»«2]]

(X2+Xl)

and the system remains in this simultaneous

eigenstate for all time. This is due to the fact that

Xi(t) is actually a generalized QND variable for the

total detector-meter system.
%'e now consider the large damping case:

y& ——y2
——y and y gpss. If the system again starts in

a simultaneous eigenstate of X](0) and Y2(0), we

find

y, [1—exp[ —(y, +y, —h)t/2]J .

%c now discuss soInc s1Inpllfy1ng cases.
Consider the situation where x pyy1, y2. If the

detector is initiaHy in an eigenstate of X1 (i,e.,
r, ~ 00 ) and the meter is in a coherent state (rz ——0)
we have for large t

~'()= ( .h' +-,').
26)g

Q P2(g) (cosh2 t )
2QPb

~2(g) ( 1 e g)
2QPg

Not surprisingly, the system simply relaxes to a
coherent state as if there were no coupling. For a

QND measurement we would require the measure-

ment time to be much shorter than the time over
which the system is damped.

Parametric frequency converter interaction For.
the interaction equation (3.3) (parametric frequency
converter coupling) the means are given by
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(Xi —X2) .
A

sin(At) v
~
— sin v2

A 4

( Vl V2 } . g 4lK . At

A
sin(At) v', + sin v;

A

—4iK . At At ('V& —'V2) . At

A 4
Slrl V~ + COS +

4ix . At ~ At (T& —72) . At

A 4
Sln v) + COS +

exp[ —(y ~ +y 2)t i4], (4.19)

A =[16 —(y, —y ) ]'

Once again, the full expression for the covariance matrix is given in the Appendix. Here we just quote the re-

sult for ~((t) and A I"2(t}:

~](t) = — 1+ cos
At

2u, 4
A~

A
sin (e ' —1)

2

sin (e —1) exp[ —(y, +y, )t/2]4v . 2 At 2r~

A 4
(4.20)

At (Z] —Z2) . At
EF2(t) = 1+ cos + sin

2a)b 4 A 4
(e ' —1)

2
h

+ sin (e —1) exp[ —(y, +y2)tf2]
4x' . 2 At —2r,

A 4
(4.21)

Considerable simplification follows for y] ——y2 ——y
and we now discuss this case. When the meter is
initially in a F2(0) eigenstate rz~ —ao we find

~~ (t) = [1+(e 'cos trt —1)e r'] .2 2rl

2Ng

This is simply a particular case of Eq. (3.18) with

damping included. %'e can see that providing

yg~~, the system is back-action evading, over a
certain number of periods, however, the presence of
damping has destroyed back-action evasion for all
time. We would require our measurement time ~ to
be ~g1/y. Once again we note that for large
damping, the system simply relaxes to a coherent
state with zero amplitude.

If the initial state of the detector is an X](0)
eigenstate and the initial state of the meter is a
P2(0) eigenstate we find

~2(t} ( 1 g)
26)g

~~2(t) = (1—e +) .
2Q)y

In the absence of damping, the system remains in a
simultaneous eigenstate of X&(t), F2(t). This is

again a consequence of the fact that X~(t) and F2(t)
are generalized QND variables for the coupled sys-

tem. Damping wi11 destroy this property.

V. METER STATE REDUCTION

A complete analysis of a QND measurement in-
volves a determination of the free evolution of the
system and the nonunitary effect of meter state
reduction upon readout of a meter variable. In Sec.
IV we discussed free evolution. In this section we
determine the effect of meter state reduction. It
will be shown that no matter how small the mea-
surement time is, the coupling can be made suffi-
ciently large, so that the detector is left in an eigen-
state of the detector QND variable. This is the usu-
al limit of an arbitrarily quick and accurate quan-
tum 1Tleasu1 ement.
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At some point the free evolution of the combined

system must be suspended, and a readout of the ob-

servable F2(t) made. I.et this readout value be

y2(t). The value of X&(t), x&(t), is then inferred

from Eqs. (3.11) and (3.17). Clearly, this inference
is only exact if the system is in a simultaneous

eigenstate of X&(t) and F2(t). If this is not the case,
there will be a distribution of values x](t) made
over a series of measurements. For a QND mea-

surement of X&(t) we require that after a couple of
measurements the inferred value of X~(t) settles
down to a particular (time-dependent) value. This
would be possible if the variance in X&(t) decreased
as a result of each measurement and did not in-

crease as a result of free evolution. It will be shown

here that for both interaction models, ~&(t) does
decrease as a result of measurement; however, as
was shown in Sec. III, only the frequency converter
interaction satisfies the second condition. It should
be noted that the time of free evolution is in fact the
time for a measurement of the QND variable X, (t).

Upon readout of the meter value y2(t}, the meter
collapses into an eigenstate of F2(t) with eigenvalue

y2(t). This causes a nonunitary change in the state
of the detector, which then becomes the initial state
for the next measurement. (%e could however

reprepare the state of the meter before the next
measurement. ) Using a projection operator tech-
nique, Caves et a/. have considered the effect of
meter state reduction on system with the meter
modeled as a free mass. %e adopt a similar
techinque here.

In the Schrodinger picture, the total system is
represented at time t by the density operator p'(t).

pD(t) g X(y——2(r), r
I
p'(r) ly2(r), r ) . {5.2)

If we introduce an interaction picture defined by

p'(t}= exp ——(H +Ha)t p (t}

r

4

Xexp —(H +Ha) (5.3)

where H (HD) is the free Hamiltonian for the me-

ter {detector). The state of the detector after
readout in this picture is

po(r)a ——&(y2(r), 0
I
p'(r)

I
y~(r), 0),

where we have used the property'

ly, (t),r)=exp Hm(t) ly, (t),0) .

(5.5)

ly2(t), 0) is an eigenstate of F2(0). If we now ex-

pand p (t) in terms of the complex P representation
and use Eq. (5.4), the state of the detector after
readout is given by the following representation:

Upon reduction of the meter state, the density

operator for the total system after readout is

p'(t) a——N[(y 2(t), t
I

p'(t) Iy 2(t),t)]

where
I yz(t), t) is the eigenstate of I'2(t) with

eigenvalue y2(r), and N is a normalization constant.
The density operator for the detector after readout
is then

(y2(&»0
I
o'z & & p2 I

y&(r) 0)
P„(a,,p, , t) =f f, da, dp, P(z, r)

Cp p2 l~~
(5.6)

where P(z, t) is the full complex P representation for the coupled detector-meter system at time t, and C2, and

C2 are the same contours as would be used in calculating moments from P( z, t).
To evaluate this integral we note that F2(0) =P/co and thus

I y2(t), 0) is in fact a momentum eigenstate.
The momentum representation for coherent states may then be used to show

1/2
' 1/2

COb 2 2Q)b
exp — y 2(t) —

&

25
~2y, (r)

I
o'z

I
+—. ——~22 2

If we use Eq. (4.8), Eq. (5.6) may be written as

Pa(a, p, r)= ffda2dp2exp[ ——,[(z —(z)) o '(z —(z))]+(z—x) 8(z —x)],
~here
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COb

x = 00i
2A

Nb
y2(t), —~

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
00 —1 1

0 0 1 —1

The contours used to evaluate the integrals are either the real or imaginary axes in a2, P2 complex space, de-
pending on the sign of the quadratic term in the argument of the exponential in Eq. (5.8). Upon integration,
the I' representation becomes a two-dimensional Gaussian. It may be written in the following form:

Pa«, PI r)=expt ——,(zi —&zi&a)'~a'(zi —&zi&z)1

~)(t)g —— 1

2', cosh2~t
'

~2(t)g
—— cosh2xt,

2cog
(5.1 1)

(X,(r) &

(Xi(t) &a ——

cosh2~t

x, (t),2

coth et+1
(5.12}

where x)(t) is the inferred value for XI(t).
The limit for arbitrarily fast and accurate mea-

surement is et~ op. In this limit we find

~)(t)g —+0,

(5.13)

where z, =(a, ,P, ).
The general form of the mean ( z

& &a and covari-
ance O.z(z&), after measurements including damp-

ing, for the two interaction models is given in the
appendix. It will be sufficient here to give the re-
sults for ~&(t)a and (X~(t) &a for the two interac-
tion models, in the absence of damping.

Parametric amplifier interaction We .assume
both detector and meter were initially in coherent
states with ( Yz(0}&=0. After a readout of Yz(t)
with results y2(t), the state of the detector is such
that

I

X&(t), Y2(t) eigenstate and it will remain in this

eigenstate in the absence of damping. However, if
the measurement is not perfectly accurate, the
detector will only be in a near eigenstate of X~(t),
and because of the failure of back-action evasion it
will move out of this near eigenstate during the free
evolution stage of the next measurement.

If we make a second measurement, the same time
t after the first measurement we find

1~)(2t)a ——

2ro, (2cosh Irt —1)

Despite the increase in fluctuations of XI under free
evolution, the second readout reduces the fluctua-
tions to a greater extent than the first readout. (We
wish to thank Dr. M. Hillery for drawing our atten-
tion to this point. )

At a further time t after the second readout the
variance in Xi has grown to

(A/2', )cosh ~i[(2cosh t —1) ']

which may be made arbitrarily small for sufficient-

ly large v. Thus all measurements subsequent to the
second may determine XI to an arbitrary degree of
certainty and yield a determinate sequence of re-
sults.

Frequency converter interaction. In this interac-
tion model we find, for initial squeezed states,

~I(t)g —— 1+
20)g

(X)(t) & ~a)(xt) .

Thus, after such a perfect measurement of XI(t),
the detector is in an eigenstate of XI(t) with eigen-
value equal to the result obtained from the measure-
ment.

At the end of such a perfectly accurate measure-
ment the coupled detector-meter system is in an

d+ —1
1 —g

d+ +1
1 —g

(5.14)

' (5.15)
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(X,(t) &„= (X,(t) &+
2if pends on how close we are to a zero of sin(Kw). we

find that, provided

(g —1) d+
1 —g

1/2

x [( I'~(r) &
—y2(r)]

sin (Kw) ))tanhr]

(with r] ~0), then

where

(5.16) ~Z(t2)R

( X&(t&) &+~xi( r2)

d =sin (Kt)cothr 2
—cos (Kt)cothr],

g =s1n (Kt)coth&] —cos (KE)cothr2,

f =asm(xt)cos(~t)(cothr, +cothr, ) .

%e now consider various initial conditions.
(i) Detector and meter both in coherent states,

X&(p2 —v2),

then at time t it remains factorized,

(5.17)

X5(a2 —(a2(&) &)&(p2 —(p2(&) &),

(5.18)

where, upon projection over meter variables, we ob-

tain the state of the detector after measurement as

P(a, ,P, , t)„=%5(a)
—(a, (t) & )5(P( —(P )(t) & ) .

The state of the detector is unchanged upon
readout. This may also be seen from Eq. (5.14) and

(5.16). In the limit r] ——r2 ——0 we find, after a
readout of time t &,

~](t])R =~2(~] )R =2

2Ng

(X)(t))&a ——(X)(t))& .

(5.20)

(5.21)

The detector is now in a coherent state with the me-

ter in a F2(t) eigenstate. %'e now let the system
evolve freely for a time ~ and make another mea-
surement at time t2 ——t]+~. This leads to the
second limit.

(ii) Detector in a coherent state (r]~0) and me-

ter in a Y2(t) eigenstate (r2~ —Oo ). This limit de-

In the parametric frequency convertor initial
coherent states remain coherent. This means that
if the initial I' function for the system was

P(z, 0)= 5(ai —vi)5(Pi —vi )5(a2 —v2)

In the case sin (K~)=0 we find the state of the
detector is unchanged. This is not surprising since,
at every half period, (i.e., the zeros of sinK~), the
variances return to their initial values. At the zeros
of sin K~, the meter is already fully squeezed and a
measurement has no effect. %'e conclude that it is

necessary to make measurement times such that
sin(~r )+0.

The limit for arbitrarily fast and accurate mea-

surements for the parametric frequency converter
is, however, somewhat different to the limit for the
parametric amplifier. In the case of the parametric
frequency converter, the detector is left in an eigen-
state of the variable X](t) with eigenvalue equal to
the measured result when the values of K~ are suffi-
ciently far from the zeros of sin(K~). If we wish to
make such a perfectly accurate measurement as this
for an arbitrarily small measurement time ~, we

need to make K sufficiently large so that K~ always

remains sufficiently far from the zeros of sinKz.
This can be achieved if we vary the coupling
strength so that K~=const. In the case of the
parametric amplifier, however, this was not suffi-
cient. There we required K~ to become very large
for a perfect quantum measurement.

These conclusions are summarized in Fig. 1,
where we have plotted ~](t)R against measure-
ment time for various initial states. In Fig. 1(a) the
detector is initially in a coherent state and the meter
is put into a near eigenstate of Y2(0). This
represents a near ideal measurement where zero
fluctuations in X&(t) may be achieved. In Fig. 1(b)
we consider a nonideal measurement on the meter
[EI'z(0)=0.02]. Consequently the uncertainty in

X](t) cannot be reduced below the initial meter
variance.

Once the system is in an eigenstate of X](t) and

F2(t) it will remain in this eigenstate for all time.
%'e can thus consider these first two measurements
as state preparation steps. We can then perform
further measurements of X&(t) with all inferred
values x](t) predictable. This is what is required of
a QND measurement.
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0.30

0.25—
(ai

under future evolution both 6Y ( ) d ~an &(t) wil1

remain identically zero for all time.

VI. CONCLUSION
0.20-

hX,'(tj„
0.15-

o. 10 I

0.05

0.00
0

0.30

180
t R

540

0.25

0.20

hX, (tlat
0.15

0.10

0.05

0.000 180 360 540

FIG. 1. Variariance of I~it) after readout vs time of
readout for two sets o~of initial conditions: (a)

(0)=0.25 6Yz(0) =0.0 and (b) ~ (0)=0.27,
EY~(0)=0.02. For both curves ~=1.0.

Caves has also introduced the concept of a stro-
boscopic QND variable. Th'is is a variable for

carefull s
which the QND condition (2.1) is onlis on y satisfied at
care u y selected times. This means that the vari-

ance of the QND variable
' 'd '

llis i entica y zero at cer-
tain times during the free evolution of the cou led
detector-meter system.

It may appear at first sight that X (t)
'

pic ~~ variable for the frequency converter.
While it is truee that for the meter initially in a Y&(0)

eigenstate, the variance of X (t) d boes ecome zero

variable. This is due to the fact that if a measur-
e( ) is made at a time when ~ (t) =0

a measure-

7

measurements on a harmonic-oscillator detector in-

cu in dam
lin

g ping. Two detector-readout ts age cou-

p ing schemes have been consid d
~ ~ ~

nsi ere: parametric
amplification and parametric f
Ina NDm

e ric requency conversion

Q measurement one is required to make a
sequence of measurement fs o an o servable on a
single system such that after a sufficient number of
measurements, the results f bs o su sequent measure-
ments are entirely predictable.

for a
T ere are two ways in whi h h'ic t is predictability

The
or a QND observable may be lim't d di e or estroyed.

t ecou ledsh eds
e irst arises from the rever 'bl fsi e ree evolution of

p ed system and corresponds to the failure of
e ac action of the meter.the detector to evade the ba k

w ic arise rome second is due to fluctuations which
an irreversible coupling to heat bath. It has been
shown in this a er thap p at the parametric frequency
converter is immune to th f'e irst ind of noise
whereas the parametric am 1'f'mp i ier is not. However,
neither interaction is immune from th e second
source of noise. We need t ho c oose our coupling
strength sufficiently large so thso at, no matter how

small the measurement time
'

th ffe is, e e ect of irrever-

sible damping is negligible.
s een iscussedA sequence of measurements has b d

y taking into account the effect of meter state
re uction upon readout. This demonstrated that

q y onverter and parametric am-

plifier interactions could be used to m k do ma e a predict-

a e sequence of measurements of an harmonic-

amp i u e, espite theoscillator quadrature phase 1't d, d

act that neither is truly back-action evading
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APPENDIX

p ssions for the covariance matrix for the two coere we quote the ex re
h

' ''1 ' ' E (410)
Parametric am li,~ier inp,~ teraction. The covariance matrix ma be wma rix may be written as the sum of two terms:
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o(z) =o l(z)+cr2(*),
where

0 a —ib 0
a 0 0 ib

—ib00 a
0 ib a 0

(Al)

and

{A4)

sla —$2p2 2

cia +c2p

cia +c2p

Sla —$2p2 2

iap(c, +c, ) iap(s, —s, }

iap(s—l
—s2) iap—(cl +c2)

iap(s l
—s2)

—s,p +s2a2 2

clp +c2a

—iap(c l +c2)
c p'+c a'
—Slp +$2a

lap(c l +c2) —lap($ l
—$2)

$1 = —Slnh2f'1

c1 =cosh2P1 —1,
S2 = —Slnh2f'2 $

c2 =cosh2P'2 —1

and a and P are given in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13}.
Parametric frequency conuerter Since the .diffusion matrix in the Fokker-Planck equation is zero, the first

term o.1(z) is zero in this case and only o2(z), arising from the time evolution of the initial covariance matrix,
occurs. Then

a(z)=e "'(z(0) z (0))

a1

C2

C1 a2 C2

b1 —C2 b2
exp—C2

b2

{A6)

where
1

'g1 =
2 sinh2p

and

2 2
a1 = —'Q1C +'g 2$k

2 2
b1 91~k 92C+

C1 ~~k( I1C—+ 172C+ ) $

2 2
02 f 1C —+(2$k

b2 glsk+$2C+2 2

C2=lsk(glc —(2C+) ~

g;=sinh r;,

C+ =COS +
4 A 4

sin

4v . At
sk = sin

Next we quote the expressions for the covariance
matrix and means for the state of the detector after
readout of the meter variable y2(t ).
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parametric amplifier interaction:

0(&i)~ =« '+D

1—1

a —b2 2

0 a

b2

a [2(a —b )+a] 1+ 2 b2

and a and b are given in Eqs. (A3) and (A4). The
mean after readout is

I

~here

The mean 1S given bp

Parametric frequency converter. We take the case
y.

&

——y2 ——0, then

1/2
if 2tos

(g —1)(v —1) A"

0 1

««)tt =
U2 —1

1
x [y&(t) —( F,(t) )] (A10)
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